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CHORUS: 4/4 time (pu = 0)
VERSES: 3/4 time (pu = 1)
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Song Story “On Top”: Song full of ASTRONOMY HISTORY: Research from
“The 4 Percent Universe: Dark Matter, Dark Energy, and the Race to Discover the Rest of Reality”
by Richard Panek. Published only TWENTY DAYS before I wrote this song... after I had
rapidly read the book – twice! Fascinating Science book published on 10 January 2011, includes
Verse 1 info about Jeremiah Ostriker's math simulation of the Milky Way's spin rate.
=================================================================================================
.

CHORUS at beginning & end of song - in 4/4 time

God gives us the
FUN to search for
He rewards,
Greatly, all who
Hebrews 11 Promise in Verse 6 –
God designed Great TREASURE hunts!

TREASURE through His Universe.
diligently seek Complete Truth.
REWARDS seeking Science & Truth.
Proverbs 25:2, Treasure: Truth!

(all verses in 3/4 time)
=================================================================================================

VERSE 1 - in 3/4 time
“The Milky Way's

spinning, so

Math found:
1969,
Jeremiah
Ostriker made a
Milky Way's
Spinning so
...................
Astronomers
scopes have previously shown.....
BRIDGE (CONTINUED from verse )
.... 4%
of this universe
reveals
Treasures, Romans
Creator God
REVEALED!

VERSE 2
- in 3/4 time
Ostriker of
Princeton went to
puzzle, as
he wondered,
They decided there are more stars
More stars than four centuries
................. Astronomers developed
matter than we've
known.....

fast it should

RIP.”

by scientists.
computer simulation of the
fast it should have
ripped apart.
know there's more than teleThere's more than the
EVER SEEN! ... Nature
1, Verse 20.

James Peebles to share this
“Did his math err?” (Was it WRONG?)
than we see thru huge telescopes:
seen by astronomers.
math that now shows there's more
There's more than the

>> BRIDGE
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VERSE 3
- in 3/4 time
Recent surveys
show the
Universe is made of just
four percent
ordinary
matter, we guess. THE
Glory of
God reveals more than treasures as we
seek what He had
concealed thru four centuries
from World astronomers.
Proverbs 25, Verse 2. It's a
JOY to seek,
open to More..... There's more than the
>> BRIDGE

VERSE 4 - in 3/4 time
Treasure hunts,
and puzzles can give us much joy, while
searching for
answers, as in science and math. Five
decades of
scientists found 73% is made of
dark energy,
and they do
NOT know what that is!
.......... Genius scientists admit "Old math guessed
wrong to think
All had been found. There's more than the
>> BRIDGE

VERSE 5 - in 3/4 time
If you have
studied, but
still do NOT see, and
thoughts of a
Creator are still hard to believe,
Keep seeking like
scientists do. HONESTLY OPEN, NOT close- minded --NOT angry
if you find
Truth lpoints to
to GOD.
..............God
lets seekers
of Truth FIND
Him. .... Hebrews
11: 6,
PROMISED to YOU: GOD'S
PARABLE: More than
>> BRIDGE
=================================================================================================

REPEAT

CHORUS (page 1) at end of song - SWITCH BACK to 4/4 time

=================================================================================================
.

Hebrews 11:6. “But without faith it is impossible to please Him, for he who comes to God must
believe that He is, and that He is a rewarder of those who diligently seek Him.”
Proverbs 25: 2 New KJV: “It is the glory of God to conceal a matter,
But the glory of kings is to search out a matter.” Like a Treasure Hunt:
Creator God created much FUN for us to discover when seeking thru His Universe!
John 1: 1-3 Yet more CREATION verses beyond Genesis 1:
In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God.
2 He was in the beginning with God. 3 All things were made through Him, and
without Him nothing was made that was made.
Romans 1: 18-22a For the wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men, who suppress the truth in unrighteousness, because what may be known of God
is manifest in them, for God has shown it to them. For since the creation of the world His invisible attributes
are clearly seen, being understood by the things that are made, even His eternal power and Godhead, so
that they are without excuse, because, although they knew God, they did not glorify Him as God, nor were
thankful, but became futile in their thoughts, and their foolish hearts were darkened.
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Professing to be wise, they became fools, ....
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